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Life Skills focus for T2 flowing into T3 was preparing for the fete. Food was our main commodity comprising 
our menu of beef curry and chicken vermicelli with rice. Excitement and enthusiasm was in the air as the boys 

brainstormed through their pre-planning in the successive weeks prior. They began to develop a sense of value 
in working collaboratively, displaying leadership skills and strategic goal setting and profit making. A charity 

of choice was agreed upon as the recipient of our donation (10% of profit). Tiwi handicraft, like carvings 
and canvas paintings were the extras planned. In addition, Kelera sewed skirts, tablecloths and runners, key 
lanyards with Tiwi fabric designs. We are proud of how things panned out on the day. The profit was more 

than expected and the boys are now looking forward to getting their hands on new x-box games and controls, 
footballs and reading books. 

We are blessed for the opportunity to continue inspiring young minds for greater things. We thank the young 
men for their support and hands on attitude during fete, setting up, pre-cooking to packaging. The boys have 
displayed attributes in customer service, sales, and patience in sticking it out until pack down. The experience 
has also birthed the seed to future work pathways. Well done to our ‘malakaninguwi’ (young men) as we look 

forward to 2024.

Our prayers and blessings to each of you, your respective families, and communities to a safe and enjoyable 
holiday. God Bless. Malakai & Kelera
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UPCOMING
EVENTS

2024 ENROLMENTS OPEN
WEEK 1 - FIRST NATIONS TV, SMOKING CAMPAIGN

WEEK 3 - HEALTH PROMOTION, NT HEALTH VISIT

WEEK 6 - SENIOR YOUNG WOMEN ILF SYDNEY TRIP

WEEK 8 - RICHMOND FOOTBALL CLUB PROGRAM

2024 TERM DATES 
T1   29 JAN - 29 MAR

T2   15 APR - 21 JUN

T3   15 JUL - 20 SEPT

T4   07 OCT - 06 DEC
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